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Agenda
❧ OpenRefine, its benefits and uses
❧ How to clean data in OpenRefine
❧ How to automate a data cleaning workflow in OpenRefine
https://youtu.be/8g6tjgEiCk4
Have you used OpenRefine before?
1. Open Participants panel
2.
Alternate: Type your answer in chat
OpenRefine
Benefits of OpenRefine
❧ Free and Open Source
❧ Point and click with optional coding add-ons
❧ Runs on your desktop – your data is kept private, files saved locally
❧ No internet connection is needed
❧ Keeps track of your work so it is repeatable
❧ Saving happens automatically, ensure that OpenRefine shuts down 
properly to ensure this
❧ You are not modifying original/raw data
Possible Uses for OpenRefine
❧ Get an overview of a data set
❧ Enhance a data set with data from other sources
❧ Modify large groups of statistics
❧ Compile and clean up data from surveys or other projects





OpenRefine Create Project page
Data preview
Data layout in openrefine
Records slide
11
Data layout in openrefine
Facets & Filters
13
Adding a text facet
Publisher text facet






Adding a text filter
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Title text filter




Close facets and filters
Custom Facets
25
Edit within text facet
26
Edit within text facet
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Close facet after editing
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Cluster and edit in edit cells menu
34
Choose clusters to merge
35
Select which version of the value to use in merge
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Select all clusters to merge
37
Merge selected and re-cluster
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Number of keying functions for each method
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Select steps to extract
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Copy steps to extract
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Select step to extract
61
Paste step into text file
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Make changes to JSON in text file
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How to Download OpenRefine
openrefine.org/download.html
68
Further training on OpenRefine
❧ Data Carpentry Lesson: OpenRefine for Social Science Data
❧ Getting Started with OpenRefine by Thomas Padilla
❧ Cleaning Data with OpenRefine by Seth van Hooland, Ruben Verborgh
and Max De Wilde
❧ Cleaning Data with OpenRefine by John Little
Credits
Majority of  the lesson material from Library Carpentry’s OpenRefine lesson
and is used under CC-BY 4.0 license
Slide template
❧ Background illustrated by Alex Monge for SlidesCarnival
❧ Presentation template by SlidesCarnival
❧ Photographs by Unsplash
Questions?
Tess Grynoch
tess.grynoch@umassmed.edu
@Te_Gryn
